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ABSTRACT 

Taxon sampling is explicitly examined using simulations and probability analyses. 

The simulations focus on the ability of two different sampling strategies to correctly 

reconstruct relationships among subgroups of taxa. One sampling strategy chooses taxa 

randomly, the other strategy chooses taxa to increase the phylogenetic dispersal of the taxa. 

Also considered is whether the inclusion of a single basal taxon will increase the frequency 

of correctly reconstructing the relationships among subgroups. Inclusion of the basal taxon 

is found to decrease success (correct subgroup relationships). The strategies are found to 

differ, primarily due to differing tendencies to include the basal taxon (the random strategy 

includes the basal taxon less frequently and outperforms the dispersed strategy). The 

inclusion of a basal taxon is also found to decrease the probability of correcdy 

reconstructing ancestral character states. The probabilty of randomly choosing a single 

taxon from one side of the root is developed. 
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INTRODUCnON 

Developing a phylogenetic hypothesis involves many steps requiring decisions and 

judgments, not the least of which are decisions about taxon sampling (Baverstock and 

Moritz, 1990). Taxon sampling is defined as the choice of taxa to be included in the 

analysis. These taxa represent a larger group whose phylogenetic relationships are of 

interest. The thoroughness of a phylogenetic analysis is bounded by time limits (human 

and computational) and by financial limits (collecting and sequencing costs, etc.). Only 

rarely can all taxa be included, making sampling necessary. 

Even when the group under consideration is not particularly large, sampling is an 

issue. A study may be appear to be complete at a certain hierarchical level, e.g., when all 

genera from a family are included. However, sampling is still involved; particular species 

within each genus may be chosen to code the character states for the genus. At an extreme, 

single individuals can be used as the source of data. This may be more likely in molecular 

studies than in morphological studies due to increased per-specimen investment, but the 

principle remains the same. When gathering data, it is usually impossible to evaluate all 

individuals; therefore, sampling is involved, whether the study includes all genera or not 

(Fig. 1). Successful sampling within taxa depends on the rate of evolution in the character 

system being used. If character state polymorphism is very low within taxa, then just a 

few individuals can accurately portray the taxon (Baverstock and Moritz, 1990); if not, the 

problem becomes more complex and more individuals are required (Archie et al., 1989). 

Taxon sampling, therefore, is important in almost every phylogenetic analysis, 

whether the group is explicitly large, as in analyses of angiosperms, or implicitly large, as 

in any analysis that does not consider every individual. Although taxon sampling is a 

critical step in phylogenetic analyses, it has received relatively little attention (Sanderson, 

1996). The goal of this work is to examine explicitly the question of how best to sample 
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from available taxa; the focus of the work is to study the effect of sampling strategies and 

of the basal taxon on the success of phylogenetic analyses, using simulations and 

probability analyses. 
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Figure 1. Sampling of taxa in phylogenetic analyses. Individu
als are often the level at which the data are taken, even when the 
question involves much more inclusive groups. This is an exam
ple of sampling 3 individuals to represent a family. 
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BACKGROUND 

Sampling strategies 

A strategy for sampling taxa can be as simple as using what is available (e.g., 

whatever is growing in the garden), or it can be much more complex and specific to the 

particular phylogenetic analysis (e.g., species x and y but not z because species z is known 

to have gone through a recent bottleneck). The goal of thinking about how best to choose 

taxa is to develop strategies that are general enough to be broadly applicable yet detailed 

enough to produce results that are of interest. 

The design of a taxon sampling strategy includes several different decisions. One 

question that has been asked is how many taxa to include; this has been addressed by 

LeCointre et al. (1993) using real data, and Poe (pers. comm.) and Wheeler (1992) using 

simulated data (although the context of Wheeler's work is extinction, the effect of number 

of extinctions is analogous to the effect of number of taxa not sampled). LeCointre et al. 

(1993) found that decreased sampling density produced a decrease in bootstrap values on a 

real data matrix. Wheeler (1992) found that the number of taxa sampled had a strong effect 

on the correct reconstruction of the phylogeny relating those sampled taxa. 

Another question is which particular taxa, of all available taxa, to include, also 

investigated empirically by LeCointre et al. (1993). They examined the removal of 

particular taxa from a real data set and measured the resulting impact on the bootstrap 

values on the tree. The results are difficult to generalize, but certain taxa clearly had a 

stronger effect. The studies presented here focus on this second issue, the question of 

which taxa to include. 

Strategies for choosing taxa can be designed in different ways. If the underlying 

phylogeny of the group is completely unknown, then decisions about which taxa to include 



may be based solely on the distribution of character states, often of a limited set of 

characters. Because the characters are assumed to indicate phylogenetic placement of taxa, 

this type of strategy, based directly on character states, is indirectly based on phylogenetic 

placement. If, on the other hand, the underlying phylogeny is partially understood, the 

strategy could be based directly on phylogenetic placement. If the systematist has some 

prior icnowledge about the phylogeny within the group, but is asking about other aspects of 

the phylogeny, then decisions about whether to use a taxon can be based on this 

knowledge. For example, it might be known that certain families are clearly monophyletic 

or that particular taxa are likely to be the basal members of their lineages. 

This research tests the impact of two sampling strategies on success (see below) of 

phylogenetic analyses. One strategy is based directly on phylogenetic placement of taxa; 

this strategy is contrasted with a strategy based on randomly chosen taxa (see Methods). 

The basal taxon 

Phylogenies in which there is a basal taxon, here used to mean a single unbranched 

lineage that is sister to the remaining taxa of interest (Fig. 2), are not rare (see Huelsenbeck 

[1996] for a recent review of imbalance in phylogenetics). Nor are these cases 

unexpected; having a tree with a single descendant on one side of the root is as likely as any 

other particular split under commonly used stochastic models of phylogenetic branching 

(Slowinski and Guyer, 1989; Maddison and Slatkin, 1991). 

A basal taxon, by its position, holds particular interest. Intuitively, including the 

basal taxon may be expected to reduce long-branch attraction, demonstrated by Felsenstein 

(1978) and Hendy and Penny (1989) to be a problem in parsimony analysis. If the goal is 

to join the lineage to which the basal taxon belongs to other lineages, the basal taxon would 

break up the branch that leads to the subgroup. Also, in trees with a single basal taxon. 



including it is the only way to include two independent lineages descendent from the root. 

The basal taxon is also assumed to provide the best estimate of the states at the root, and is 

therefore expected to be useful in analyses of character evolution and in analyses in which a 

subgroup containing the basal taxon will be added to a larger analysis, criteria noted by 

Sanderson (1996). In addition, the basal taxon holds a position directly analogous to an 

outgroup for the other members of the subgroup (Fig. 2). 

A basally placed taxon, then, has the potential to break up a long branch and inform 

about the relationship of this clade to other clades, and to inform about the root of the clade 

containing the basal taxon. However, it has an inherent problem: it has had as long to 

evolve as its sister clade, which has the effect of making it a long branch. The term 

"basal," as used here, indicates only that one descendant of a group's common ancestor is a 

lineage of a single species. A common interpretation of "basal," however, is to imply that 

the basal taxon retains relatively primitive character states. This represents a strong 

statement about the rate of evolution along that branch, a statement that may be neither 

intended nor supported. In general, evolutionary change may have been slower along the 

branch leading to the basal taxon than in the basal taxon's sister group, or it may have been 

faster. We might have an a priori expectation for slower evolution along the basal lineage if 

anagenesis and cladogenesis are positively correlated, for example in evolution by 

punctuated equilibrium (Gould and Eldridge, 1977; Gould et al., 1977). If the character 

system under study is directly involved in a speciation mechanism (e.g., characters 

involved in reproductive isolation) then a lineage that did not speciate may indeed have 

experienced less change. However, it is also possible that a lineage of one species may be 

the result of extinction (i.e., it is the sole remaining member of a more diverse clade). If 

anagenesis is correlated with cladogenesis, then the basal taxon should indeed evolve more 

slowly than its sister group, resulting in a taxon widi fewer changes and more power to 

inform about the common ancestral states. If, on the other hand, the character system 



being used in the analysis is not correlated with a speciation mechanism (e.g., a neutrally 

evolving gene) then there is no reason to assume that low rates of speciation reflect 

anything meaningful about the rate of character evolution. 

Success criteria 

A critical step in designing a sampling strategy is to establish a success criterion. A 

tractable definition for success is whether the sampling strategy chooses taxa that give a 

correct subtree (i.e., the correct relationships among the chosen taxa). Although this is 

certainly required, it may not be sufficient in many cases. The correct subtree can be 

obtained by simply choosing all taxa from a single small clade that is part of a larger 

phylogenetic problem. However, this is likely to be minimally informative if a phylogeny 

was to be needed for larger scale relationships. Because it does not specify the level of 

interest, such a criterion allows for trivial successes. Successful reconstruction is therefore 

a necessary but insufficient criterion. 

A supplemental success criterion could be whether the tree formed of the sampled 

taxa is a good representation of the tree relating all the taxa (i.e., captures the phylogenetic 

pattern at the level of interest). There are several aspects to this criterion. Whether the 

sampled taxa are well dispersed throughout the whole tree can be used as a criterion, 

provided a quantitative definition of phylogenetic dispersal is established. Included in this 

could be the criterion of whether the sampled taxa span the root (Sanderson 1996). 

Another aspect of the "good representation" criterion could be whether the sampled taxa, 

when analyzed, result in particular clades being reconstructed correctly. For instance, the 

systematist may have an idea about monophyletic groups, by assumption or by previous 

analysis, but may want to know how the groups relate to one another. The sampling 

strategy would then be designed to choose taxa from within these monophyletic groups to 
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increase the likelihood of correctly estimating these relationships among the subgroups. 

It is the specific goal of this paper to explore this last aspect, i.e., how to choose 

taxa within subgroups to maximize success at recreating relationships among subgroups. 

In particular, I ask whether inclusion of a basal taxon of the subgroup will increase success 

or not. This rather specific question is developed to gain an understanding of the 

parameters that affect the success of a sampling strategy. 
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(a) 

Figure 2. Basal taxa. In the sense used here, basal taxa 
are those that attach at the base of a group of interest and 
are comprised of a single taxon. Figure (a) shows a taxon 
that is basal to all others; this is also the topological posi
tion held by an outgroup. Figure (b) shows taxa that are 
basal to two subgroups which are in turn sister taxa. sr = 
root node of the group or subgroup, b = basal taxon. 
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METHODS 

To determine the impact on the success of sampling strategies on the success of 

phylogenetic analyses, I developed computer simulations to create trees, evolve characters 

on these trees, and sample taxa. Sampled sets of taxa were subjected to parsimony 

analyses using PAUP 3.1.1 (Swofford, 1993). See Figure 3 for a schematic of the steps 

involved in the simulation. 

Tree construction 

The trees were constructed to have branch lengths proportional to time, i.e., the 

total time from the root of the tree to any taxon is equal. The trees had 68 taxa in four 

identical subgroups; each subgroup had a 1:16 basal split, with the 16-taxon clade fully 

symmetrical (Fig. 4). For relative simplicity, all branches between the root and the 

subgroups' roots (indicated by "d" in Fig. 4) had the same length, measured in units of 

time, and all branches within the 16-taxon portion of the subgroups were equal. The 

branches leading to the single basal taxon within each subgroup were of a constant length. 

Two sets of branches were varied in length independently: those leading to the 16-taxon 

clades ("stem branches") and those relating the subgroups ("deep branches"). The former 

reflect how distantly related, in time, the basal taxon is to the rest of the subgroup, and the 

latter reflect how distantly related the subgroups are to one another. Each of these 

parameters was assigned 3 different values, for a total of 9 different trees (see Table 1 for 

tree labels and their parameters). In addition, the branches within the subgroups were 

varied; making a shorter stem branch requires longer branches within the 16-taxon clade. 

The effect of changing the stem branch's length cannot be distinguished, then, from the 

effect of changing the length of the branches inside the 16-taxon clade; therefore, for the 
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purposes of the discussion this will be referred to as increasing or decreasing the stem 

branch length. 

Character evolution 

Characters were evolved on the trees according to a simple Markov model in which 

the probability of change was equal across time, across lineages, and among states. For 

such a model, Felsenstein (1981) specifies the probability of a particular character state at a 

node as a function of the branch length and mutation rate. The probability of no change 

along the branch is where |i is the mutation rate and t is the elapsed time along the 

branch. The probability of at least one change, then, is l-e'f^'^. Following Felsenstein 

(1981), the new character state is selected at random from the four states; this assumes that 

every replacement is equally likely, including replacing the character state with the same 

state. This assumption simplifies the calculation of character states at the end of the 

branches; because each change is equally likely, the actual number of changes does not 

affect the outcome (as long as it is greater than one). The final state, given at least one 

change, is therefore independent of the starting state and depends only on the length of the 

branch. For this study, the parameters |J. and t were chosen to produce cases where 

character evolution was active enough that parsimony would have a reasonable chance of 

resolving relationships, yet not so active that characters became randomized on any branch 

(this was largely achieved by trial and error). For each tree, I evolved four-state characters 

until I had 96 characters informative to parsimony, or enough to make it likely that there 

were several changes on the branches of interest. This procedure was repeated 20 times for 

each of the nine trees ("A" through "I"), for a total of 180 different simulated sets, each 

with all 68 taxa and 96 informative characters. These will be referred to as "complete" data 

sets, from which taxa were sampled to make "sampled" data sets. 
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Sampling 

Two methods of sampling taxa were employed. In both, four taxa were chosen 

from each subgroup. In the first, taxa were chosen randomly: taxa were chosen by 

randomly selecting four from the 17 taxa in the first subgroup, then selecting the four 

identically located taxa in each of the other subgroups, for a total of 16 taxa (Fig. 5). 

Thus, if the basal taxon happened to be chosen in the sample, then the basal taxa from each 

subgroup was included. Identically located taxa were used to isolate the effect of single 

positions. 

The second method of sampling was similar but designed to mimic a systematist 

seeking to increase the topological dispersal, i.e., the distances in terms of positions on the 

tree, of the sampled taxa. Suppose, for example, that the systematist can recognize very 

close relatives (sister species). Then avoiding the use of both members of the sister pair 

might be a reasonable strategy, particularly in cases where a limited number of taxa can be 

sampled. This strategy was modeled by simply excluding one taxon from each terminal 

sister group pair (Fig. 6). Because the total number of taxa in each subgroup was reduced 

to 9 (1 from each pair in the 16-taxon clade plus the basal taxon), all possible combinations 

of four taxa from within the first subgroup were selected. The identically located taxa in 

the other subgroups were then selected, as in the first strategy. Drawing 4 objects from a 

total of 9, without replacement, results in 126 possible combinations, so 126 different 

sampled data sets were created from each of the 180 complete data sets. Likewise, 126 

different data sets were made from each complete data set by sampling using the first 

method, for a total of 45,360 data files (9 trees x 126 sampling replicates x 2 sampling 

strategies x 20 character evolution replicates) (Fig. 3). Because the data sets were created 

either by randomly sampling the taxa within the subgroup (hereinafter referred to as the 

"random strategy") or by randomly sampling but excluding one of each sister taxon pair 



(hereinafter referred to as the "dispersed strategy"), some data sets included the basal taxon 

and some did not. This allows comparison of the success rates of the data sets with and 

without the basal taxon, under each sampling strategy. 

Analysis 

Each of these sampled data sets, consisting of 16 taxa, four from each subgroup, 

was subjected to heuristic parsimony searches in PAUP 3.1.1 (Swofford, 1993) using five 

replicates of random-addition-sequence starting trees and TBR branch-swapping. 

For each search, the final trees were evaluated to determine whether they correcdy 

reconstructed the relationships between the subgroups (Fig. 7) (see discussion of success 

criteria above). A correct tree, then, contains all the branches indicated "d" in Figure 4, but 

may or may not contain any other correct branches. Each search on a sample set was 

scored as a success if all the most parsimonious trees resulting from the search were 

correct. If no tree among those found was correct, the search was scored as a failure; if 

only some of the trees were correct, the search was also scored as a failure. This is a 

conservative approach in that the searches producing trees both with and without the correct 

subgroup relationships will produce success only if the systematist has additional 

information allowing a sensible choice of trees. Each sampled set, then, was scored for 

whether the search on that set resulted in success or failure. 

Paired t-tests (Zar 1984) were used to test for a difference in mean rate of success 

(i.e., proportion of successful reconstructions) of various categories, including whether the 

sampled data set included the basal taxon and by which strategy it was created. 
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Simulation design 

Prncediire. 

•Create tree 

•Stochastically 
evolve characters 

•Sample taxa: 

./ \ 
"dispersed" 

strategy 
"random" 
strategy 

Result 

•9 different trees 

•20 data sets per tree 
(180 complete data sets) 

•126 sampled data sets 
per complete data set, 
per strategy (45,360 
sampled data sets) 

\ >/ 
•Tree search on each data set 

I 
•Data analysis 

•Success or failure for 
each of the sampled 

data sets 

•Rates of success 

Figure 3. Schematic of the simulation design. See text for details. 
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subgroup 1 subgroup 2 subgroup 3 subgroup 4 

Figure 4. True tree used in simulations. The trees are ultrametric, 
and the four subgroups are identical in topology and branch lengths. 
Each subgroup has a basal taxon (B) and its 16-taxon fully symmet
rical sister ciade. Branch lengths indicated by s ("stem branches") 
and d ("deep branches") were varied in the simulation. In addition, 
the branches within the 16-taxon portion of the subgroups changed 
to compensate for changes in the stem branch lengths. 



Figure 5. Random sampling strategy. Taxa are chosen random
ly from within the first subgroup; the other taxa are equivalantly 
located within the other subgroups. The true tree relating the 
sampled taxa is indicated with bold branches. 



Figure 6. Dispersed sampling strategy. This strategy is similar to 
the random strategy except that the dispersed strategy can not 
select two from any one terminal sister pair. 



Figure 7. Success criterion. This diagram demonstrates 
the criterion against which the results of the parsimony 
search are compared. If the trees are compatible with this 
tree (all four subgroups are monophyletic and they are 
correctly related), the search was considered a success. 
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Tree name stem branch length deep branch length 

A 0.225 0.075 

B 0.225 0.225 

C 0.225 0.375 

D 0.150 0.075 

E 0.150 0.225 

F 0.150 0.375 

G 0.075 0.075 

H 0.075 0.225 

I 0.075 0.375 

Table 1. Tree parameters. Nine different trees were used in the simulations. Each had the 

same basic shape (see Figure 4), but they differed in lengths of the stem branch and the 

lengths of the deep branches. Branch lengths are given in units of |j.t. 
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RESULTS 

Several parameters affected whether the sampled data sets resulted in correctly 

reconstructing relationships among the subgroups; some parameters had a stronger effect 

than others. 

The effect of sampling strategy 

The sampling strategies differed in their rates of success in reconstructing the 

correct subgroup relationships. Figure 8 shows the proportion of successful 

reconstructions, averaged across the 20 character evolution replicates, for each of the two 

sampling strategies. For all trees except C and I, the dispersed strategy was less successful 

than the random strategy, with the strongest differences found in trees A, D, & G. 

The effect of the basal taxon within each strategy 

Including the basal taxon also affected the success rate. Figures 9 and 10 compare 

success rates with and without the basal taxon; Figure 9 shows results from the dispersed 

strategy. Figure 10 shows results from the random strategy. For both strategies, higher 

rates of returning the correct subgroup relationships were achieved without the basal taxon, 

regardless of tree shape. Tree I was the only one for which the difference was not 

significant and, like the comparisons between strategies, the strongest difference was found 

in trees A, D, and G. 

Figure 11 compares the data from the two strategies and separates cases where the 

basal taxon was and was not sampled. The patterns are remarkably similar within each 

strategy; this can be seen by the similarity between each pair of averages (e.g., the mean 
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success proportion with the basal taxon for tree F is 0.6312 under the random strategy, and 

0.6366 under the dispersed strategy). Pairwise t-tests were done between the strategies 

(conditional on having the basal taxon or not) to test for any difference between the 

strategies that was not explained by the presence or absence of the basal taxon. Three such 

comparisons (see Figure 9) produced small but statistically significant differences. 

The effect of branch lengths 

The length of the stem branches (i.e., the branches leading to the symmetrical 16-

taxon portion of the subgroup) apparently had little impact on the success rates. The length 

of the deep branches (i.e., the branches relating the subgroups) (see Fig. 4) had a much 

stronger effect. The overall rates of success increased as these branch lengths were 

increased, indicating that parsimony had an easier time with the longer trees. In general, 

higher success rates were found in trees C, F, and I (those in the right column. Figures 8-

11), and the lowest were found in A, D, and G, indicating that the length of the trunk 

branch affected the overall success rate but that the length of the stem branch had little 

impact. 
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Figure 9. Mean proportion of successful reconstructions 
with and without the basal taxon on trees A through I, 
using the 'dispersed' strategy. Bars indicate standard 
error of mean calculated across 20 replicates of character 
evolution. ***P<0.001, **P<0.01, *P<0.05. Signifi
cance levels were calculated using paired t-tests. 
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basal taxon not included in sampled set 

Figure 10. Mean proportion of successful reconstructions 
with and without the basal taxon on trees A through I, using 
the 'random' sampling strategy. Bars indicate standard error 
of mean calculated across 20 replicates of character 
evolution. ***P<0.001, **P<0.01, *P<0.05. Significance 
levels were calculated using paired t-tests. 
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Figure 11. Mean proportion of successful reconstructions of 
subgrouprelationships; bars indicate standard error. Left pair with
in each cell gives means for trials including the basal taxon; right 
pair gives means for trials without the bas^ taxon. Asterisks indi
cate significant difference between the strategies, within the cate
gories of with and without the basal taxon. 
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DISCUSSION 

The results of this simulation demonstrate that the success of a phylogenetic 

analysis, measured as the correct reconstruction of particular nodes, can depend on the 

taxon choice. That the taxa chosen make a difference is not surprising; it is the nature of 

the difference that is interesting. In particular, the presence of a basal taxon may reduce the 

ability to resolve relationships among subgroups correctly. 

The effect of sampling strategv 

The sampling strategy affected the rate of success: the random strategy 

outperformed the dispersed strategy. In all cases, the mean proportion of successful 

reconstructions was higher using the random strategy; in most, the difference was 

significant. 

The strategies differ in two ways. First, the random strategy is free to include pairs 

of sister terminal taxa. Not only is it free to do so, it is likely to do so. Choosing 4 taxa 

randomly without replacement from a total of 17 gives 2380 possible combinations. Of 

these, 812 are combinations of 4 taxa that include at least one pair of sister taxa. This 

means that the random strategy has a 34% chance of choosing a set of 4 taxa that includes 

at least one sister pair, whereas the dispersed strategy has no chance of doing so. If 

choosing sister taxa pairs is detrimental (all else being equal), then we would expect the 

dispersed strategy to have higher success rates. However, the dispersed strategy resulted 

in lower success rates. 

The second difference between the strategies is that the dispersed strategy includes 

the basal taxon more often than the random strategy, because the dispersed strategy has 

fewer taxa from which to choose. The probability of choosing the basal taxon in sampling 



four taxa from 17 is 0.24 using the random strategy and 0.44 using the dispersed strategy. 

If the basal taxon lowered the rate of success, then the dispersed strategy would be 

expected to perform worse, as it did. The differences between the strategies may then be 

due to the behavior of the basal taxon. Although I have not excluded the possibility that 

including sister pairs increases success, the detrimental nature of the basal taxon is explored 

below and is suggested as an explanation of the differences between the strategies' success 

rates. 

The strategies used in the simulations have another more subtle difference that may 

affect success rate. The dispersed strategy will span the node at the base of the 16-taxon 

clade slightly more frequently than the random strategy. This effect was not directly 

examined, but it can be inferred to be a small effect by itself, as suggested below. The 

effect would be important to consider when comparing the success of the strategies when 

considering only those cases without the basal taxon, i.e., when comparing the success of 

the strategies on 16-taxon fiilly symmetric subgroups. 

The effect of the basal taxon 

The basal taxon clearly affected the rate of success. In all cases, the average 

success rate of the sampled sets with the basal taxon was lower than that of those without 

the basal taxon; the differences were significant for all trees except tree I. Indeed, once the 

difference due to the basal taxon is accounted for, there is little difference between 

strategies. This can be seen by inspection of Figure 9, where the differences due to the 

basal taxon are much larger than the differences due to strategy. Because of this, I infer 

that the primary reason the strategies differ in success rate is the difference in their tendency 

to include the basal taxon. 

If the sampling density was only one taxon per subgroup, then there should be no 



difference between the basal taxon and any other taxon, under the model used here. 

Because ail members of the subgroup are as distant as all other members, in time, from the 

common ancestor, character state changes they are equally likely along any path between 

the root and a taxon. It is only when the sampling density is higher that the position of the 

basal taxon becomes important. The question then becomes whether it is better to have the 

choices concentrated in one part of the subgroup or spanning the subgroup's deepest node, 

by including the basal taxon. The results presented here indicate that it's better to 

concentrate the choices, at least for the case of 4 sampled taxa. 

The basal taxon, as here defined, is a lone taxon that attaches at the root of the 

lineage in question; in the case of this simulation, the lineage is a subgroup in a larger tree. 

It is therefore attached with a branch longer dian any other single branch within the 

subgroup. The basal taxon is correlated with the strongest decrease in success when the 

trunk branches are short; it is in these trees that the basal taxon's branch is very long 

relative to any other branch. By sampling only from within the 16-taxon clade, the branch 

that connects the subgroup to the other subgroups is longer than if you include the basal 

taxon and therefore has a higher chance of having informative changes evolve along it. 

Therefore, in cases where the subgroups are closely related in time, it may be better to 

restrict sampling to a portion of the subgroup. This would underscore the idea that part of 

the long branch problem (Felsenstein, 1978; Hendy and Penny, 1989) is actually the short 

branches that connect them, and that simply avoiding long branches is not sufficient (Kim, 

1996). 

The alternative explanation for the decrease in the effect of the basal taxon (as the 

deep branches get longer) is that the proportion of success for the sets without the basal 

taxon was already near to 1.0 and simply could not increase as fast. If this is the case, then 

the relative branch lengths may mean less than the basal taxon's position. This would be 

very interesting if true; it implies that sampling should be concentrated, i.e., closely related 



taxa should be chosen, regardless of how distantly related the subgroups are in time. The 

term 'concentrated' should not be interpreted too generally; it is likely that the distribution 

of sampled taxa within the 16-taxon clade affects success such that there may be an optimal 

combination that is not the most concentrated. 

Regardless of the interpretation, the length of the branch leading to the basal taxon 

undoubtedly has a strong effect on the success of sampled sets that include the basal taxon. 

Analytical investigations of sampling and the basal taxon 

The following two subsections investigate analytical approaches to the question of 

the basal taxon's role in phylogenetic analysis. They are intended to provide additional 

contexts in which to understand issues raised by the simulations above. The first section 

extends Maddison's (1995) work on the probability of reconstructing character states to the 

issue of sampling. The second extends Sanderson's (1996) work on the probability of 

spanning the root node given random sampling to the issue of the basal taxon. 

Probability of correctly reconstructing ancestral states 

Methods to calculate the probability of correctly reconstructing ancestral node 

states, as developed by Maddison (1995), are here applied to the question of the effect of 

the basal taxon. This probability will help in interpreting the basal taxon's behavior in the 

simulations above by elucidating when the basal taxon is expected to help reconstruct 

character states. Correct reconstruction of character states affects correct reconstruction of 

relationships. Because we expect usefulness of the basal taxon to depend on the relative 

rate of evolution along the basal branch, we can ask specifically how the length of the 

branch (in terms of probability of change) affects the ability of the basal taxon to help in 



reconstructing the right ancestral states. Consider a simplified case of 5 taxa with binary 

characters in which parsimony will be used to reconstruct states. The taxa are related as in 

Figure 12; taxon A is the basal taxon. 

Without the basal taxon, the root of the tree is not spanned by the sample, but the 

correct root state for the clade may still be reconstructed (Fig. 13a). On the other hand, 

even if it is included, the correct state may not be reconstructed (Fig. 13b). The benefit of 

including the basal taxon is the difference between the probability of getting it right for the 

right reason (the node being reconstructed is the root) and getting it right for the wrong 

reason (the node being reconstructed is not the root, but the states match the real root's 

states). Each of these probabilities depends on the branch lengths; for this example 

consider a tree with branch lengths as given in Figure 12. The probability of change is 

proportional to time, so that the basal taxon's branch length is equal to the total length from 

the root to any one member of its sister clade. 

The Fitch parsimony algorithm (Fitch, 1971; Hartigan 1973; Maddison and 

Maddison, 1992) gives all possible character state reconstmctions at a node by considering 

information passed down by the portion of the tree above the node (the "downpass"; 

Maddison and Maddison, 1992) and the information passed from the rest of the tree (the 

"uppass") ( Fig. 14). The probability of correcdy reconstructing a node's state is the 

probability of getting just the right uppass and downpass information, all conditioned on 

having a particular true state at that node. As expressed by Maddison (1995, eq. 11), this 

is: 

P(Fnltn) = I[P(Unltn)*P(DLltn)*P(DRltn)], 

where t^ is the true state at node n, is the uppass set at node n, Dl is the downpass set 

of node n's left descendant, Dr is the downpass set of node n's right descendant, and the 

summation is over all combinations of downpass and uppass sets that would result in the 

particular final set (F^) reconstructed at that node. For the case of reconstructing the root 
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node, this can be simplified to include only the downpass information because there is no 

part of the tree below the root: 

POFnItn) = P(Dnltn) = S[P(DLltn)*P(DRltn)], 

where the summation is over all combinations of left and right downpasses that will yield 

the particular downpass at node n. The terms in the summation are calculated as follows: 

P(DLltn) = X[P(DL'tL)*P(tL'tn)] (Maddison, 1995: eq. 5), 

where the sum is over all possible true states at L. This provides a bound when the 

descendent nodes are terminal nodes; the calculations at all other nodes can then be 

calculated recursively. P(DLltL) = 1 when L is terminal and the Dl = tL (P(DLltL) = 0 

otherwise), because the downpass set is equal to the observed state at the terminal node. 

P(tLltn) is the probability of having true state tL at the left descendent, given true state t^ at 

node n. This is the probability of change (the branch length) if tL and t^ differ, and one 

minus the probability of change if the states are the same. (If the characters are multistate, 

the probability of change is shared between the possible character states.) 

Using these equations, we can calculate the probability of correctly reconstructing 

the root nodes for the tree in Figure 15. If all taxa are included, the probability of 

reconstructing a '0' at the root (the correct state) is 0.6188 (see Figure 15 for the 

calculations at each node). If the basal taxon is not included, the probability of 

reconstructing a '0' as the ancestral state is the probability of reconstructing a '0' at the 

most ancestral node in the sampled tree, node 2 (Fig. 16). We have to consider both 

possible states at node 2, so the probability of reconstructing '0' is the probability of 

reconstructing 0 if node 2 is 0 plus the probability of reconstructing 0 if node 2 is I, each 

modified by the probabilities of having those true states at node 2: 

P(Downpass of '0' at node 2, given that the U^e root state is 0) 

= P(D2=0lt2=0)*P(t2=0) + P(D2=0lt2=l)*P(t2=l). 



= (0.7957)*(0.9) + (0.0405)*(0.l) 

= 0.7202 

The benefit of including the basal taxon can now be calculated as the difference 

between the probability of correctly reconstructing the root state with and without the basal 

taxon: 

0.6188 -0.7202 = -0.1014. 

Remarkably, this is a negative number, indicating that it is more probable to reconstruct the 

right character state at the root without having spanned the root than it is with spanning the 

root. Comparing these probabilities may not be appropriate, however. First five taxa were 

used to calculate the probability of correctly reconstructing the root node, whereas without 

the basal taxon, only four taxa were used. The same analysis can be performed restricting 

the sample size to four (Fig. 17). The probabilities are given in Figure 17, and the 

resulting benefit equation is: 

0.6150 -0.7202 = -0.1052. 

Again, the benefit is gained by not including the basal taxon, and the difference is larger, 

making the effect of the basal taxon even worse. This is because the inclusion of the basal 

taxon meant the exclusion of another taxon, giving the basal taxon a stronger, more 

misleading voice. 

This result makes sense; the basal taxon is connected by a relatively long branch 

and has a correspondingly high chance of not having the same state as the root. 

Furthermore, because parsimony considers both descendants of a node equally when 

assigning a state, the basal taxon is in a unique position to influence strongly the state 

reconstructed at the root. Rather than simply concluding that parsimony is the wrong tool 

when the tree includes a long branch, we can establish how much shorter the basal taxon's 

branch needs to be before die benefit becomes positive in favor of including the basal 

taxon. 



The relationship between the benefit gained by using the basal taxon and the length 

of the branch leading to basal taxon can be found by setting the benefit (B) equal to the 

probability of getting the right character state at the root niinus the probability of getting the 

right state without spanning the root, and solving for the basal taxon's branch length (x): 

B= P(DR=0ltR=0) - P(D2=0ItR=0) 

The second term on the right side is independent of x, and is already calculated above to be 

P(D2=0ltR=0) = 0.7202 

for the tree as given in Figure 12. The first term on the right side does depend on x: 

P(DR=0ltR=0) = (l-x)[P(D2=0lt2=0)*P(t2=0) + P(D2=01t2=l)*P(t2=l)] + 

(l-x)[P(D2=[0,l]lt2=0)*P(t2=0) + P(D2=[0,l]lt2=l)*P(t2=l)] 

= (I-x)(0.7202 +0.1638). 

Therefore, 

B = (l-x)(0.7202 + 0.1638) - 0.7202 

= 0.1638 - 0.8840X. 

To find the boundary (in length) at which including the basal taxon changes from being 

beneficial to detrimental, we set B to 0 and solve for x: 

X = 0.1853. 

For a tree with topology as in Figure 12, inclusion of a basal taxon with a branch length 

less than 0.1853 will increase the probability of getting the ancestral states right. This is 

interesting because it is still quite a bit longer than the average branch length (0.1 for the 

rest of the tree), implying that it is not simply a matter of adding a branch that increases the 

average, which has been proposed as a problem by Hillis (pers. comm.). There is benefit 

gained by its proximity to the root, but the benefit is balanced by the detriment of length. 

These calculations asked whether including the basal taxon was better than leaving 

it out; we can also ask about including it at the expense of another taxon (limiting sampling 
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to 4 in both cases) (Fig. 17). In this case, the benefit equation is: 

B = 0.1584 -0.8786X. 

The relationship between the basal taxon's branch length and the benefit (or 

detriment) of including it, for the tree described, is given in Figure 18. The maximum 

benefits are 0.1853 and 0.1584 for the two cases described (in units of probability of 

successful character state reconstruction), and occur when the basal branch length is zero 

(such that A has the same state as the root with probability of 1). This is simply the 

difference between getting a downpass at node 2 of "0" (success without taxon A) and 

getting a downpass at node 2 of either "0" or "0/1" (either of these cases produces success 

with taxon A, because A has state "0"). 

If both descendent lineages from the root have speciated, then the basal taxon (as 

defined herein case doesn't direcdy apply. However, we can expand some of the basic 

tools developed above to consider cases, for instance, of two taxa on each side of the root 

(Fig. 19). We can then ask the same kind of question, i.e., whether it is helpful to include 

the new taxon (instead of an additional taxon from the other lineage) in assessing the 

character states at the root. The probability of getting the correct root state using two taxa 

from each lineage is 0.6565; this is higher than the probability 0.6150 when three are 

chosen from one side of the root and only the single basal from the other (Fig. 17). If the 

new taxon is added lower on the branch (Fig. 20), or if we take one from each sister group 

pair instead of two from the same pair on the right side of the root (see Figure 20), then the 

probability of success is even higher (0.6894); if both sides have taxa branching nearer the 

root, the probability of success is higher still (0.7076) (Fig. 21). 

There are four important things to note about this simple example. First, these 

results imply that if spanning the root is desirable, it is advisable to select more than one 

taxon from each lineage descendant from the root. Spanning the root automatically 

introduces a longer branch than does not spanning die root (under this model of evolution 



where the tree is uitrametric), therefore it makes sense that breaking that branch would 

help. Second, for the cases investigated, the probability of success was higher when all 

four were chosen from one side of the root than when two were chosen from each side. 

This is quite remarkable and counter to expectations that taxa from both sides of a node are 

needed to accurately reconstruct states at the node. Third, when two taxa were taken from 

each side of the root, the highest probability of success was obtained when the branching 

points were closer to the root. This subtree has higher average branch lengths than the first 

such tree (Fig. 12) and yet is more "well behaved," at least as judged by our ability to 

correctly determine the root state. This implies that the effect of long branches may differ, 

depending on whether the long branches are internal or terminal. BCim (1996) came to this 

conclusion as well, in the context of the consistency of parsimony on small trees. Fourth, 

a short branch (in terms of probability of change) is preferable to a long branch; this can 

and can make a difference whether the basal taxon should be added into the analysis. Kim 

(1996) also concluded this, although his admonition to reduce the sample size because of 

the risk of adding long branches in damaging places is an extreme position. To know 

whether sample size should be increased, we need a thorough assessment of the probability 

distribution of "kinds" of branches (helpful versus harmful), under different models. 

Probability of choosing a single basal taxon given random sampling 

A taxon included in an analysis might be a lone basal taxon as a result of 

evolutionary pattern or as a result of sampling. If the sampling scheme is random, then 

there is a possibility that the true sampled tree (underlying the sampled taxa) will have a 

single-taxon lineage descendent from the root (Fig. 22). In this section, I develop the 

probability of choosing such a single basal taxon by random sampling, following the 

approach of Sanderson (1996). The basal taxon is demonstrated above to be misleading in 
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some cases. Therefore, knowing the probability of having a randomly sampled set that 

includes a single basal taxon will be useful. 

Let k be the number of sampled taxa, n and m be the number of taxa in the lineages 

descendent firom the root, where m is the number of taxa in the smaller clade if they are 

unequal (n^), and N be the total number of taxa (n+m = N) (Fig. 23). 

The probability of drawing the first taxon from the clade with n taxa (hereafter 

referred to as the n-clade) is n/N, the probability of drawing the second from the other clade 

(hereinafter referred to as the m-clade) is m/(N-l), the probability of the third taxon coming 

from the right is m-l/(N-2), and so on, until all k are chosen. This gives the probability of 

having a 1/k-l split by choosing the first one from the n-clade and the rest from the m-clade 

as 

P(ln&k-ln,) = n. m . m-1 . m-2 m - rk-2') 
N N-1 N-2 N-3 N-(k-l) 

= n * m! / (m-k+D! 
N!/(N-k)! 

The single one chosen from the left could be chosen second, or third, or up to the kth 

position, so there are k ways to choose only one from the left; furthermore, if 2<k<m+l, 

the single taxon could be chosen from the left or the right. The probability is therefore 

given by: 

P (l&k-l split)= 1 for k = I, 

= (m * n! / Cn-k+H! )k for k = 2 and 
N!/(N-k)! (m+l)<k<n+l, 

= ^n * m! / fm-k+D! + m * n!/fn-k+D! )k for 2< k <(m-i-l), 
N!/(N-k)! N!/(N-k)! 

and =0 fork>n+l. 

This result can then be applied to any known or expected distribution of n and m. 

For example, a true symmetrical tree of 32 taxa, the relationship between the number of 

taxa included in the sample and the probability of getting exactly one on one side of the root 



is given in Figure 24. This means that the probability of ending up with a single taxon 

basal to the rest of a sampled tree is fairly high until the sample number is also fairly high; 

for a 5% chance or less, eight or more taxa must be chosen from the 32-taxon tree. Note 

that this is sampling without replacement, so this relationship behaves as a hypergeometric 

function, not a binomial as derived by Sanderson (1996); at high m and n, this will 

approach the binomial. Following Sanderson (1996), we can also consider tree generation 

models other than the completely symmetrical tree in this example. Generally, any 

stochastic model will produce trees less balanced than the symmetrical tree and will 

therefore increase the probability of randomly choosing only a single taxon from one side; 

the above estimate is therefore conservative. This underscores the interest in the basal 

taxon. Given the above results from the simulations and the analysis of the root state 

reconstructions, clearly we should be cautious when randomly sampling; we may 

unwittingly procure, by sampling, a lone basal taxon and be faced with some of the 

potential difficulties it provides. 

Future directions 

Future investigations into the simulations above will include a more in depth 

examination of the cases in which the basal taxon is associated with lower success. It will 

be interesting to know whether the basal taxon is joining other basal taxa or if the other taxa 

are causing the failure. If the analysis was constrained to enforce monophyly of the 

subgroups, the effect of the basal taxon may be less if it is the sole reason for the failure of 

the sampled sets to meet the criterion of subgroup relationships. 

The simulation work presented here can be expanded in several ways. The branch 

length parameters can be further explored by investigating another value for the length of 

the deep branch, intermediate between the shortest and the medium lengths used above. It 



is in this region the branch length parameter space that the overall success rate is still low 

enough that we can distinguish between success rates of sets with and without the basal 

taxon and under different strategies. Another way to expand the simulations would be to 

develop a more thorough analysis design, in which we could ask about the best 

combination of taxa. For example, it may turn out that it is important to span the root of the 

I6-taxon clade, but that the effect of this depends on whether the basal taxon is included. It 

is unlikely that the best combination is a group of 4 sister taxa; an intermediate amount of 

topological spread may well be optimal. This would be discernible if a full nested analysis 

was performed. A third expansion would be to consider other true tree shapes. Perhaps, 

for instance, the basal taxon behaves differently in more pectinate trees. Adding taxa to the 

basal taxon's branch, as in the probability analysis above, could also be informative. 

Although fixing the tree allows comparison of specific parameters, considering 

stochastic tree building models in the context of the behavior of particular taxa would also 

be of interest. I began work in this regard; using a random model of tree building within 

the subgroups, I asked about the effect of the basal taxon. In some trees the basal taxon 

increased success, whereas in others it decreased success. Because so much varied 

between trees, however, it was difficult to tell why success rates were higher or lower. 

For evaluating stochastic tree models, the level of replication would need to be over trees as 

well as over character evolution. 

The sampling strategies could also be expanded. The dispersed strategy could be 

further restricted to include only a single taxon from each of the 4-species groups; if this 

had higher success rates than the dispersed strategy used here, this would be indirect 

evidence for the idea that an intermediate amount of dispersal is optimal. 

All of these strategies assume that the systematist knows something about the true 

phylogeny before beginning. A more realistic scenario may be one in which the systematist 

is assumed to know only the character states of the taxa and knows nothing of the true 



topology. Such a strategy would be a character-based strategy, and could be tested in 

similar ways to the topology-based strategies. Some preliminary work was done on this 

topic: I developed a character-based strategy that used taxon distances, calculated from 

character state distributions. The taxa were chosen to maximize phenotypic spread, and 

success was measured in terms of correct tree reconstruction. The analysis was run on 

ultrametric trees of random topology, and the strategy's success rate was compared to that 

of choosing taxa randomly. Preliminary results indicated that the random strategy was 

doing as well as the character-distance strategy. To complete this approach, it would be 

more informative to restrict the cases to fixed trees and specific criteria, as in the 

simulations above, to begin to isolate the effect of specific variables. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the simulations and the analytical examples all show that caution 

must be exercised when choosing taxa, and that the basal taxon in particular may not 

behave as helpfully as we might expect. In part, we can understand this as a matter of 

introducing a long branch, when the model of evolution requires us to consider that the 

basal branch has been evolving just as long as the paths to the other taxa. It is not simply a 

matter of avoiding the long branch, however, as shown in the probability analysis in which 

an additional taxon was added to the basal branch; how the long branches are distributed 

within the tree clearly have an impact as well. 
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Figure 12. 5-taxon tree with branch lengths (in 
terms of probability of change) indicated. Taxon 
A is the lone basal taxon, and the root is indicated 
(R). The goal is to sample such that the correct 
character states are reconstructed at the root. 

Figure 13. Testing the impact of including the basal taxon in a sample 
of 4 taxa from the tree in figure Dl. Taxon names have been replaced by 
character states. In figure (a), the root is not spanned by the sampled 
subtree (black lines), yet if we reconstructed the ancestral state at node 2, 
we ould correctly infer that the ancestral state was 0. In figure (b), the 
root is spanned, but we would incorrectly reconstruct a 1 at the root node. 
The probabilities of having character state distributions such as these 
depends on branch length and determines the relative benefit of including 
the lone basal taxon in the sample. 

(a) (b) 
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downpass information 
character 
.state? 

uppass information 

Figure 14. Fitch parsimony reconstructs ances
tral nodes' character states by combining infor
mation from above the node (the downpass) and 
the information below the node (the uppass). 
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0.796 0.041 0.164 
0.041 0.796 0.164 

1 0,1 

0,1 
0.810 0.010 0.180 
0.010 0.810 0.180 

Figure 15. Calculations of downpass probabilities for tree with 
lengths as shown; all five taxa are considered. The cell outlined in 
black indicates the probability of getting the correct downpass at 
the root. D is the downpass set, t is the true ancestral state for the 
node indicated. t=0 at the root, (R). 
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0.1641 
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0.810 0.010 0.180 
0.010 0.810 0.180 

Figure 16. Calculations of downpass probabilities for tree with 
lengths as shown; only four taxa of the taxa are mcluded. The 
cells outlined in black, when multiplied by the probability of hav 
ing the true values indicated, give the probability of getting the 
downpass at the node 2 that matches the true state at the root. D 
the downpass set, t is the true ancestral state for the node 
indicated. t=0 at the root, (R). 
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0,1 
0.728 0.054 0.218 
0.054 0.728 0.218 

0,1 
0.810 0.010 0.180 
0.010 0.810 0.180 

D: 0 1 0,1 
^01 0.6151 0.102 I 0.283 

Figure 17. Calculations of downpass probabihties for tree with 
lengths as shown; only the taxa listed are considered. The cell 
outlined in black indicates the probability of getting the correct 
downpass at the root. 
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Figure 18. Benefit relationships. The amount that including the 
basal taxon changes the probability of success (correctly reconstruc-
tiung the ancestri states at the root) is plotted as a function of the 
length of the branch leading to the basal taxon. Squares indicate the 
benefit gained by using all 5 taxa versus using just taxa B, C, D, E. 
Circles indicate the benefit of choosing the basal taxon instead of 
one of the others. Note that the lines cross the x-axis near 0.18; 
basal taxon branch lengths than 0.18 are detrimental. 
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Figure 19. Calculations of downpass probabilities for tree with 
lengths as shown. Four taxa are considered, including the addition 
of a taxon that is sister to A (previously, the basal taxon). The cell 
outlined in black indicates the probability of getting the correct 
downpass at the root. D is the downpass set, t is the true ancestral 
state for the node indicated. t=0 at the root, (R). 
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(b) 

A F B E 

Figure 20. (a) Calculations of downpass probabilities for tree with 
lengths as shown. The cell outlined in black indicates the proba
bility of getting the correct downpass at the root. D is the down-
pass set, t is the true ancestral state for the node indicated. t=0 at 
the root, (R). (b) This tree gives the same results. 
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Figure 21. Random sampling can produce a sampled 
tree that includes a lone descendent from the root. 
Here 4 are sampled, resulting in a 1/3 split. 
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Figure 22. Model for deriving probability of a sam
pling exactly one from one side of the root. 
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Figure 23. Probability of choosing a lone basal taxon. The 
probability of choosing a lone basal taxon from a symmetrical 
tree, randomly sampling k taxa. Curve is for N=32; relationship 
is unchanged for N>32. (For N<32, the approach to zero occurs 
with fewer taxa.) 
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APPENDIX A: PROGRAMS USED IN SIMULATIONS 

Texts of the two primary Pascal programs used in the simulations are given below. 

Neither has a user interface; rather, adjustments must be made to the uncompiled code to 

use the many different options within each program. 

Tree construction 

This program produces uitrametric trees of random topology or of fixed topology. 

Random topology trees have branch lengths that are chosen from an exponential 

distribution. Fixed trees can be specified to be any shape, with adjustments; see Methods 

for the particular tree topology used in the simulations for the thesis. Two or four-state 

characters can be evolved on the trees. Taxa, character states, and true trees can be written 

to a file using NEXUS format. 

program Treeconstruction.p; 

const 
maxchars = 400; 
maxtaxa = 68; 
maxnodes = 136; 
maxsample = 32; 
type 
nodeptr = '^noderecord; 
nodearraytype = array [I..maxnodes] of nodeptr; 
chararraytj^e = packed array[I..maxchars] of integer; 
timearrayt^e = packed array[l..maxnodes] of integer; 
integmatrtype = packed array[1..maxtaxa, 1..maxchars] of integer; 
realmatrtype = array [1..maxtaxa, 1..maxtaxa] of real; 
noderecord = record 
number; integer; 
left, right, anc: nodeptr; 
starray: chararraytype; 
prevbrlength, absolutetime: extended; 

end; 
nodeptrarrtype = array [1..4] of nodeptr; 

var 
rootP; nodeptr; 
taxa, nchar, lasttaxon, k, kk, lastnode, doublespeciation, fixedbrlength, basalnodes, 

subtaxa: integer. 
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termlowcutoff, termhighcutoff, intemlowcutoff, internhighcutoff, rate 1 proportion, 
infchar, totalchar: integer; 
specprob, fixedchars, m: integer; 
nexfl, splitleftfl, branchfll, branchfl2, extremefl, hitsfl, chbrlengthsfl, abstimefl: text; 
distmatrix: reahnatrtype; 
nodelist, termlist: nodearraytype; 
nodetimearray: timearraytype; 
brlengthscale, ratiol, ratio2, basallength, subcladetime: real; 
writelengths, extremetree, binary, writebasaltree; boolean; 
date: str255; 
current: char; 
myrandseed, charprobscale, ranllxl, ran 11x2, ran 11x3: longint; 
seed: integer; 
ran In array[1..97] of real; 
rate: real; 
subgrouparray: array[1..4] of integer; 
rootParray: nodeptrarrtype; 
rootPl, rootP2, rootP3, rootP4: nodeptr; 
pass: boolean; 
a, b, c, basal, stem: real; 
flsername: string; 
paramarry: array[1..2, 1..16] of real; 
symm, pect: boolean; 

{ utilities } 
{ } 

{ random numbers } 

function RandomPosLong (var seed: longint): Longint; 
{returns random positive longinteger} 

EXTERNAL: 

function Randomlnteger (var seed: longint): integer; 
{returns random integer} 

EXTERNAL; 

procedure NewRandomSeed; 
{for random seed to be initialized using seconds since jan 1 1904} 

var 
sees: longint; 

begin 
GetDateTime(secs); 
myRandSeed := abs(secs); 

end; 

function RandomBetween (minnum, maxnum: integer): integer; 
{returns positive random number between minnum and maxnum } 

var 
range: integer; 
temprandom: integer; 

begin 



range := maxnum - minnum + 1; 
if range <= 1 then 
temprandom := minnum 

else 
begin 
repeat 
temprandom := Randoniinteger(myRandSeed); 
BitCLR(@ temprandom, 0); 

until temprandom < maxint div range * range; 
temprandom ;= (temprandom mod range) + minnum; 

end; 
RandomBetween ;= temprandom; 

end; 

function randomexponential; extended; 
begin 
randomexponential := (-ln(ranl(seed))); 

end; 

{ misc utilities 

procedure initializerandomgenerators; 
var 
tempi: longint; 
temp2: extended; 

begin 
newrandomseed; 
tempi := (myrandseed mod 1000); 
seed := -templ;temp2 := rani (seed); 

{this is done to initialize random generator} 
end; 

function filename (filekind, treesh: string; number: integer): string; 
var 
numstr: string; 

begin 
numstr := stringof(number: 1); 
filename := concat(filekind, treesh, numstr); 

end; 

procedure disposetree (nodeP: nodeptr); 
begin 
if nodeP'^. number = 0 then 
begin 
disposetree(nodeP'^.left); 
disposetree(nodeP'^.right); 

end; 
dispose(nodeP); 

end; 
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{ handling 

procedure writenexusfile; 

{ data block } 
procedure writetaxontofile (nodeP: nodeptr); 
var 
i: integer; 

begin 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
begin 
writetaxontofile(nodeP'^.left); 
writetaxontofile(nodeP'^.right); 

end 
else 
begin 
if nodeP'^. number < 10 then 

writeln(nexfl, 't', '0', nodeP'^.number : 1) 
else 
writeln(nexfl, 't', nodeP'^.number : 1); 

for i := 1 to totalchar do 
write(nexfl, nodeP'^.starray[i]; 1); 

writeln(nexfl); 
end; 

end; 

procedure writedatablock; 
begin 
writeln(nexfl, '#NEXUS'); 
writeln(nexfl, '[created on ', date,' by program "v.tree.constr", M. McMahon]'); 
writeln(nexfl, '[this tree is fully specified, each subgroup has a 1/16 split with full 

symmetry within 16-clade]'); 
writeln(nexfl, '[deep;= ', basallength : 3 : 2,'; stem:= b : 3 : 2,'; a:= ', a,']'); 
writeln(nexfl, '[rate of character evolution =', rate,'; there are ', infchar: 2, 'informative 

characters]'); 
writeln(nexfl,'[', fixedchars : 2,' characters are fixed for PAUP processing]'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'BEGIN DATA;'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'DIMENSIONS NTAX=', taxa : 1,' NCHAR=', totalchar : 1,';'); 
if binary then 
writeln(nexfl, 'FORMAT SYMBOLS= "0 1" MISSING=? GAP=-;') 

else 
writeln(nexfl, 'FORMAT SYMBOLS= " 1 2 3 4" MISSING=? GAP=- ;'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'MATRIX'); 
writetaxontofile(rootP); 
writeln(nexfl,';'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'EI^;'); 
writeln(nexfl); 
writeln(nexfl, 'BEGIN ASSUMPTIONS;'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'OPTIONS DEFTYPE=unord PolyTcount=MINSTEPS;'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'END;'); 
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writeln(nexfl); 
end; 

{ tree block } 
procedure writeclade (nodeP: nodeptr); 
begin 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
begin 
write(nexfl, 
writecIade(nodeP'^. left); 
write(nexfl,','); 

writeciade(nodeP'^.right); 
write(nexfl,')'); 

end 
else 
begin 
if nodeP'^.number < 10 then 

write(nexfl, 't', '0', nodeP'^.number : 1) 
else 
write(nexfl, 't', nodeP'^.number ; 1); 

end; 
end; 

procedure writebasalnodes (level: integer; nodeP: nodeptr); 
begin 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
begin 
level := level + 1; 
if level <= basalnodes then 
write(nexfl,'('); 

writebasalnodes(leveI, nodeP'^.left); 
write(nexfl,','); 

writebasalnodes(level, nodeP'^.right); 
if level <= basalnodes then 
write(nexfl,')'); 

end 
else if nodeP'^.number < 10 then 

write(nexfl, 't', '0', nodeP'^.number : 1) 
else 
write(nexfl, 't', nodeP'^'.number : I); 

end; 

procedure writetreeblock; 
begin 
writeln(nexfl); 
writeln(nexfl, 'BEGIN TREES;'); 
write(nexfl, 'UTREE * true='); 
writeclade(rootP); 
writeln(nexfl,';'); 
if writebasaltree = true then 
begin 
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write(nexfl, 'UTREE * constraint ='); 
writebasalnodes(0, rootP); 
writeln(nexfl, 

end; 
writeln(nexfl, 'END;'); 

end; 

procedure writetreewlengths; 
procedure writecladewlengths (nodeP: nodeptr); 
begin 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
begin 
write(nexfl,'('); 
writecIadewlengths(nodeP'^.Ieft); 
write(nexfl,nodeP'^.absolutetime : 6 : 5,','); 

writecIadewlengths(nodeP'^.right); 
write(nexfl,')'); 

end 
else 
write(nexfl, 'taxon', nodeP'^.number : 1,nodeP'^^.absoiutetime : 6 : 5) 

end; 
begin 
writeln(nexfl); 
write(nexfl,'['); 
writecladewlengths(rootP 1); 
writeln(nexfl,']'); 

end; 

{ main writenexusfile } 
begin 
writedatablock; 
writetreeblock; 
if writelengths = true then 
writetreewlengths; 

end; 

{ making a tree 
} 

procedure speciate (nodeP: nodeptr); 
var 
i: integer; 
tempi, temp2: extended; 

begin 
new(nodeP'^.left); 
lastnode := lasmode + 1; 
nodeP'^.left'^.number := nodeP'^.number; 
nodeP'^.left^.anc ;= nodeP; 
nodeP'^.left'^.Ieft := nil; 
nodeP'^.left'^.right := nil; 
if symm then 
begin 



nodeP'^.Ieft'^.prevbrlength := (a - b) / 4; 
nodeP'^.left'^.absolutetime := nodeP'^.left'^.prevbrlength + nodeP'^.absolutetime; 

end 
else if pect then 
begin 
nodeP'^.left'^.absolutetime := rootPl'^.left'^.absolutetime; 
nodeP'^.left'^.prevbrlength := nodeP'^.left'^.absoIutetime - nodeP'^.absolutetime; 

end; 
nodelist[lastnode] ;= nodeP'^.left; 
new(nodeP'^.right); 
iastnode := lastnode + I; 
nodeP'^.right'^.number := iasttaxon + 1; 
nodeP'^.right'^.anc := nodeP; 
nodeP'^.right'^.left := nil; 
nodeP'^.right'^.right := nil; 
if symm then 
begin 
nodeP'^.right'^.prevbrlength ;= (a - b) / 4; 
nodeP'^.right'^.absolutetime := nodeP^.right'^.prevbrlength + nodeP'^.absolutetime; 

end 
else if pect then 
begin 
nodeP'^.right'^.prevbrlength := (a - b) / 15; 
nodeP'^.right'^.absolutetime := nodeP'^.right'^.prevbrlength + nodeP'^.absolutetime; 

end; 
nodelist[lastnode] := nodeP'^.right; 
nodeP'^.number := 0; 
Iasttaxon := nodeP'^.right'^.number; 

end; 

procedure beginfixedsubtree; 
var 
nodeP: nodeptr; 

begin 
new(rootPl); 
lastnode := I; 
nodelist[l] := rootPl; 
Iasttaxon := 1; 
rootPl'^.number := I; 
rootPl'^.prevbrlength := basallength; 
rootPl'^.absolutetime ;= 2 * basallength; 
speciate(rootPl); 
end; 

procedure goupandspeciatesymm (nodeP: nodeptr); {makes a symmetrical clade} 
begin 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
begin 
goupandspeciatesymm(nodeP'^.left); 
goupandspeciatesymm(nodeP^.right); 

end 
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else 
speciate(nodeP); 

end; 

procedure goupandspeciatepect (node?: nodeptr); {makes a pectinate clade} 
begin 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
begin 
goupandspeciatepect(nodeP'^.right); 

end 
else 
speciate(nodeP); 

end; 

procedure redefinelengths (nodeP: nodeptr); 
begin 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
begin 

end; 
end; 

procedure makefixedsubtree; 
var 
i: integer; 

begin 
beginfixedsubtree; 
rootPl'^.left'^.prevbrlength := a; 
rootPl'^.Ieft'^.absoIutetime := a + rootPl'^.absolutetinie; 
rootPi'^.right'^.prevbrlength := b; 
rootPl'^.right'^.absolutetime := b + rootPl'^'.absolutetime; 
if symm then 
for i := 1 to 4 do 
goupandspeciatesymin(rootP 1 '^.right) 

else if pect then 
begin 
for i := 1 to 15 do 
goupandspeciatepect(rootP 1 '^.right); 
redefinelengths(rootP 1 '^.right); 

end; 
end; 

procedure replicatesubtrees; 
var 
j; integer; 
procedure goupandreplicate (nodeParr: nodeptrarrtype); 
var 
i: integer; 
nodePleftarr, nodePrightarr: nodeptrarrtype; 

begin 
if nodeParr[l]'^.number = 0 then 
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{if at internal node, then label as internal and 'speciate' the brother nodes} 
begin 

{speciate to the left} 
nodePleftarr[l] := nodeParr[l]'^.left; 

{start the left node array} 
for i := 2 to 4 do 
begin 
new(nodePleftarr[i]); 
nodePleftarr[i]'^.anc := nodeParr[i]; 

{connect the new node, both ways, to its ancestor} 
nodeParr[i]^.Ieft := nodePleftarr[i]; 
nodePleftarr[i]'^.prevbrlength := nodePIeftarr[l]'^.prevbrlength; 

{make it the same length as in treel} 
end; 

{speciate to the right} 
nodePrightarr[I] := nodeParr[l]^.right; 

{start the right node array} 
for i ;= 2 to 4 do 
begin 
new(nodePrightarr[i]); 
nodePrightarr[i]'^.anc ;= nodeParr[i]; 

{connect the new node, both ways, to its ancestor} 
nodeParr[i]'^.right := nodePrightarr[i]; 
nodePrightarr[i]'^.prevbrlength ;= nodePrightarr[l]'^.prevbrlength; 

end; 
for i := 2 to 4 do {label all the current nodes as internal} 
nodeParr[i]^.number := 0; 

goupandreplicate(nodePleftarr); {keep going} 
goupandreplicate(nodePrightarr); 

end {end at internal node} 
else 
begin 
for i := 2 to 4 do {fill left and right with nil, number, and enter 

prevbrl} 
begin 
nodeParr[i]'^.left := nil; 
nodeParr[i]'^.right := nil; 
nodeParr[i]'^.number := ((i - 1) * subtaxa) + nodeParr[l]'^.number; 
nodeParr[i]'^.prevbrlength := nodeParr[l]'^.prevbrlength; 

end; 
end; {end at terminals} 

end; {goupandreplicate} 

begin {replicate subtrees} 
new(rootP2); 
new(rootP3); 
new(rootP4); 
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rootParray[l] :=rootPl; 
rootParray[2] := rootP2; 
rootParrayfS] := rootPS; 
rootPan:ay[4] := rootP4; 
for j := 1 to 4 do 
begin 
rootParray[j]'^.number := 0; 
rootParray[j]'^.prevbrlength := basallength; 

{absolutetime only recorded for subtree one} 
end; 

goupandreplicate(rootParray); 
end; 

procedure connectsubtrees; 
var 
nodePl, nodeP2; nodeptr; 

begin 
new(rootP); 
new(nodePl); 
new(nodeP2); 

rootP'^.left := nodeP I; 
rootP'^.right := nodeP2; 
nodePl'^.anc := rootP; 
nodePl'^.anc := rootP; 

nodePl'^.left := rootPl; 
nodePI'^.right := rootP2; 
rootPP.anc := nodePI; 
rootP2'^.anc := nodePI; 

nodeP2'^.left := rootPS; 
nodeP2''.right := rootP4; 
rootPS'^.anc := nodeP2; 
rootP4'^.anc := nodeP2; 

rootP'^.number := 0; 
nodePI'^.number := 0; 
nodeP2'*'.number ;= 0; 
rootP'^.prevbrlength := 0; 
nodePI'^.prevbrlength := basallength; 
nodeP2'^.prevbrlength := basallength; 

end; 

procedure renumber; {currently used} 
var 
taxoncount: integer; 
procedure keepgoing (nodeP; nodeptr); 
begin 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
begin 
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lceepgoing(nodeP'^.Ieft); 
keepgoing(nodeP'^.right); 

end 
else 
begin 
nodeP'^.number := taxoncount; 
taxoncount := taxoncount + 1; 

end; 
end; 
begin 
taxoncount := I; 
keepgoing(rootP); 

end; 

procedure maketree; 
begin 
makefixedsubtree; 
replicatesubtrees; 
connectsubtrees; 
renumber; 

end; 

{ making characters } 
procedure makechararray; 
var {this coding follows Feis 81 prob of state given it's ancestor} 

{ and a prob of change} 
chamum, informnum, varcount, infstatecount, j: integer; 
freqarray: array[1..4] of integer; 
Pnochange: extended; 

procedure evolvechar (nodeP: nodeptr); 
var 
hits, timeunit, state: integer; 
temp; real; 
Pchange: real; 

begin 
(evolvechar} 

if nodeP = rootP then 
nodeP'^.starray[chamum] := 1 

else 
begin 
Pnochange := exp(-rate * nodeP'^.prevbrlength); 
Pchange := 1 - Pnochange; 

I writeln(chbrlengthsfl, Pchange);} 
temp := rani (seed); 
if temp > Pnochange then 
nodeP'^.starray[chamum] := randombetween(l,4) 

else 
nodeP'^.starray[chamum] := nodeP'^.anc'^.starray[chamum]; 

end; 



if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
begin 
evolvechar(nodeP'^.left); 
evoIvechar(nodeP'^.right); 

end 
else 
begin 
state := nodeP'^.starray[charaum]; 
freqarray[state] := freqarray[state] + I; 

end; 
end; 

procedure flxbasalcharacters; 
procedure fixchars (nodeP: nodeptr); 
var 
i: integer; 

begin 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
begin 
fixchars(nodeP'^.Ieft); 
fixchars(nodeP'^.right); 

end 
else 
case nodeP'^.number of 

1..17: 
begin 
nodeP'^.starray[l] :=2 
nodeP'^.starrayfl] := 1 
nodeP'^.starray[3] := 1 
nodeP'^.starray[4] := 1 
nodeP'^.starrayfS] := 1 
nodeP'^.starray[6] :=2 
end; 
18..34: 
begin 
nodeP'^.starray[l] := 1 
nodeP'^.starray[2] :=2 
nodeP'^.starrayfS] := 1 
nodeP'^.starray[4] := 1 
nodeP'^.starrayfS] := 1 
nodeP'^.starray[6i :=2 
end; 
35..51: 
begin 
nodeP'^.starray[l] := 1 
nodeP^.starray[2] ;= I 
nodeP'^.starray[3] :=2 
nodeP'^.starray[4] := I 
nodeP'^.starray[5] :=2 
nodeP'^.starray[6] := 1 
end; 

{keep track of states and their frequency} 
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52..68: 
begin 
nodeP'^.starrayCl] := 1; 
nodeP'^.starray[2] := 1; 
nodeP'^.starray[3] := 1; 
nodeP'^.starray[4] ;= 2; 
nodeP'^.starray[5] := 2; 
nodeP'^.staiTay[6] := 1; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
begin 
fixchars(rootP); 

end; 

begin 
chamum := fixedchars + I; 
informnum := 0; 
fixbasalcharacters; 
repeat 
begin 
writeln('making characterchamum); 
for j := I to 4 do 
freqarraylj] := 0; 

evolvechar(rootP); 
varcount ;= 0; 
infstatecount := 0; 
for j := 1 to 4 do 
begin 
if freqarraylj] >= 2 then 
infstatecount := infstatecount + 1; 

if freqarraylj] >= I then 
varcount := varcount + 1; 

end; 
if varcount >= 2 then 
begin 
chamum := chamum + 1; 
if infstatecount >= 2 then 
informnum := informnum + 1; 

end; 
end; 
until informnum = infchar; 
totalchar ;= chamum - 1; 

end; 

{ randomness verification } 

procedure recordbranchlengths; 
procedure recordbranches (nodeP: nodeptr); 
begin 
if nodeP o rootP then 
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begin 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
writeln(branchfll, nodeP'^.prevbrlength: 15 : 14) 

else 
writeln(branchfl2, nodeP'^.prevbrlength: 15 : 14); 

end; 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
begin 
recordbranches(nodeP'^.left); 
recordbranches(nodeP'^.right); 

end; 
end; 
begin 
recordbranches(rootP); 

end; 

procedure measurebasalsplit; 
var 
leftcount, rightcount, taxacount: integer; 
procedure count (nodeP: nodeptr); 
begin 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
begin 
count(nodeP'^.left); 
if nodeP = rootP then 
begin 
leftcount := taxacount; 
taxacount := 0; 

end; 
count(nodeP'^.right); 
if nodeP = rootP then 
begin 
rightcount := taxacount; 

end; 
end 

else 
taxacount := taxacount + 1; 

end; 
begin 
taxacount := 0; 
count(rootP); 
writeln(splitleftfl, leftcount); 

end; 

procedure recordsubgroups (level: integer; nodeP: nodeptr); {not being used} 
var 
count: integer; 
procedure findbasalnodes (nodeP: nodeptr); 
begin 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 



begin 
if count < level then 
begin 
end; 

findbasalnodes(nodeP'^.left); 
count := count - I; 
findbasalnodes(nodeP'^.right); 

end; 
{elsedealwithtenninals;} 
{recursion through tree, getting node info for basal nodes, making list for each} 
end; 
begin 
findbasainodes(rootP); 

end; 

procedure measureratios; 
var 
n, temp: integer; 

procedure splitratio (nodeP: nodeptr; var counter: integer); 
begin 
if nodeP'^.number = 0 then 
begin 
splitratio(nodeP'^.left, counter); 
if nodeP = rootPl then 
begin 
m := counter; 
counter := 0; 

end; 
splitratio(nodeP'^.right, counter); 
if nodeP = rootPl then 
n := counter; 

end 
else 
counter := counter + 1; 

end; 

begin 
temp := 0; 
ratio I := rootPI'^.left'^.prevbrlength/ rootPI'^.right'^.prevbrlength; 
splitratio(rootPl, temp); 
ratio! := m / n; { not using - passing m (the number of taxa on left side)} 

end; 

procedure loadparamarray; 
var 
bas: real; 
i, j,ij: integer; 

begin {row one is the stem values, row two is the deep values} 
{paramarry[l, 1] :=0.1; } 



paramarry[l, 1] :=0.5; 
paramany[l, 2] := 1.0; 
paramarry[l, 3] := 1.5; 
for j := 4 to 9 do 
begin 
paramarry[l, j] := paramarry[l, j - 3]; 

end; 
bas := 0.5; 
for^ := 1 to 3 do 
begin 
for j := 1 to 3 do 
paramarry[2, (Gj -1) * 3 + j)] := bas; 
bas := bas + 1.0; 

end; 

for j := I to 9 do 
begin 
write(j: 6); 

end; 
writein; 
for i := I to 2 do 
begin 
for j := 1 to 9 do 
begin 
write(chr(9)); 
write(paramarry[i, j]: 4 : 3); 

end; 
writein; 

end; 

end; 

{ MAIN 
{ 

begin 
showtext; 

writeln('what is the date today?'); 
readln(date); 

initializerandomgenerators; 

binary := false; 

writeiengths := true; 
writebasaltree := false; 
basalnodes := 3; 
fixedchars ;= 6; 

rate := 0.15; 



subtaxa ;= 17; 
taxa := 68; 
infchar := 96; 

if false then 
begin 
writeln('what is basal?'); 
readlnG5asal); 
writeln('what is stem?'); 
readln(stem); 
writeln('name for files?'); 
readln(flsetname); 

end; 

loadparamarray; 

pect := false; 

for kk := 1 to 9 do 
begin 
writeln('on tree replicate kk : 1); 
stem := paramarry[l, kk]; 
basal := paramarry[2, kk]; 

basallength := basal; 
a := 2.5; {the branch leading to the lone taxon} 
b := stem; {the branch leading to the other 16 in the 
flsetname ;= filename('pva',kk); 

maketree; 
for k := I to 20 do 
begin 
writeln('on char replicate k : I); 
makechararray; 
open(nexfl, filename(flsetname,k)); 
rewrite(nexfl); 
writenexusfile; 
close(nexfl); 

end; 
disposetree(rootP); 

end; 
end. 
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Sampling taxa 

The following program reads data matrices from files and makes sampled data files, 

containing a sampled subset of the taxa in the original file. The taxa can be sampled 

randomly, sampled on the basis of a distance matrix, sampled by user input, or sampled by 

reading a list from a file. The simulations presented in the thesis employ the option of 

reading lists from other files. A separate program makes the lists of taxa (see Methods for 

description of how the taxa are chosen for the lists). All data files use NEXUS formatting. 

program Sampling.p; 

const 
maxchars = 300; 
maxtaxa = 68; 
maxsample = 32; 

type 
nodeptr = '^noderecord; 
nodearraytype = array[1..maxtaxa] of nodeptr; 
integarraytype = packed array[l..maxchars] of integer; 
noderecord = record 
number: integer; 
left, right, anc: nodeptr; 
starray: integarrayty^; 
prevbrlength, absolutetime: longint; 

end; 
integmatrtype = packed array[1..maxtaxa, 1..maxchars] of integer; 
integmatrptr = '^integmatrtype; 
realmatrtype = array[l..maxtaxa, 1..maxtaxa] of real; 
longintarraytype = array [I..maxtaxa] of longint; 
descrtype = array[1..500] of char; 
var 
rootP: nodeptr; 
taxa, rate, nchar, samplesize, k, kk, treedescrlength: integer; 
basalnodes, subsetsamplesize, subtaxa: integer; 
nexfl, constrfl, taxasetfl: text; 
myrandseed: longint; 
distmatrix: realmatrtype; 
nodelist, termlist, sampleset; nodearraytype; 
dmptr: integmatrptr; 
samplenui^ist: array[l..maxsample] of integer; 
samplekind, input, output, outputprefix, constraint, taxasetfile: string; 
wholetruetree: descrtype; 
sample Itruetree, sampleltruetree: descrtype; 
date: str255; 



truetreestring, constrtreestring: string; 
choicearray: array[1..210, 1..4] of integer; 
startingfile, endingfile, counter, integer; 

function RandomPosLong (var seed: longint): Longint; 
{returns random positive longinteger} 

EXTERNAL; 

function Randomlnteger (var seed: longint): integer; 
{returns random integer} 

EXTERNAL; 

procedure NewRandomSeed; 
{for random seed to be initialized using seconds since jan 1 1904} 

var 
sees: longint; 

begin 
GetDateTime(secs); 
myRandSeed := abs(secs); 

end; 

function RandomBetween (minnum, maxnum: integer): integer; 
{retums positive random number between minnum and maxnum } 

var 
range: integer; 
temprandom: integer; 

begin 
range := maxnum - minnum + I; 
if range <= 1 then 
temprandom := minnum 

else 
begin 
repeat 
temprandom := Randomlnteger(myRandSeed); 
BitCLR(@ temprandom, 0); 

until temprandom < maxint div range * range; 
temprandom := (temprandom mod range) + miimum; 

end; 
RandomBetween := temprandom; 

end; 

function randomfraction: real; 
{returns positive random number between 0 and 1} 

begin 
randomfraction := randomposlong(myrandseed) / maxlongint; 

end; 

function randomexponential (mean: real): real; 
{retums positive random number under an exponential distribution} 



begin 
randomexponential := (-ln(randomfraction)) * mean; 

end; 

function filenames (filekind, treesh: string; number: integer): string; 
var 
numstr: string; 

begin 
numstr ;= stringof(number: I); 
filenames := concat(filekind, treesh, numstr); 

end; 

function filename4 (one: string; two; integer; three: string; four: integer): string; 
var 
twostr, fourstr: string; 

begin 
twostr := stringof(two : 1); 
fourstr := stringof(four: 1); 
filename4 := concat(one, twostr, three, fourstr); 

end; 

procedure disposetree (nodeP: nodeptr); 
begin 
if nodeP-^.number = 0 then 
begin 
disposetree(nodeP^.left); 
disposetree( nodeP'^.right); 

end; 
dispose(nodeP); 

end; 

{ 

{ 

procedure writefiles; 

{ data } 

procedure writetaxontofile; 
var 
i, j: integer; 
o^ist: boolean; 

begin 
for i := 1 to taxa do 
begin 
onJist := false; 
for j := 1 to samplesize do 
if i = samplenumlist[j] then 
onlist := true; 

if onlist then 
begin 

file handling } 
— writing files } 



if i < 10 then 
writeln(nexfl, 't', '0', i: 1) 

else 
writeln(nex£l, 't', i; I); 
for j := 1 to nchar do 
wri te(nexfl, dmptr'^[i, j]; 1); 
writeln(nexfl); 

end; 
end; 

end; 

procedure writedata; 
begin 
writeln(nexfl, •#NEXUS'); 
writeln(nexfl, '[created by program "sampling strategies", M. McMahon;date,]'); 
wri te ln(nexf l ,  ' [ taxa  sampled by ' ,  samplekind,  ' f rom s imulated data  f i le ; input , ] ' )  
writeln(nexfl, '[sample sets are from the listfile ', taxasetfile, 
writeln(nexfl, 'BEGIN DATA;'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'DIMENSIONS NTAX=', samplesize : 1,' NCHAR=', nchar : I,';'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'FORMAT SYMBOLS= " 12 3 4" MISSING=? GAP=-;'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'MATRIX'); 
writetaxontofile; 
writeln(nexfl,';'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'EI^;'); 
writeln(nexfl); 
writeln(nexfl, 'BEGIN ASSUMPTIONS;'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'OPTIONS DEFTYPE=unord PolyTcount=MINSTEPS;'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'exset bogus=l-6;'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'exset rest=7-.;'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'END;'); 
writeln(nexfl); 

end; 

{ trees } 

procedure writetrees; 
var 
sampletruetree: descrtype; 
constrainttree; descrtype; 

{ tree utilities } 

procedure compressandaddletters (var currenttree: descrtype); 
var 
i, ii, addcount: integer; 

begin 
for i := 1 to treedescrlength do 
begin 
while currenttree[i] = '*' do 
begin 
for ii := i to treedescrlength do 
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currenttree[ii] := currenttree[ii + 1]; 
end; 

end; 
end; 

procedure testtaxonandnuke (var cur: integer; var onlist: boolean); 
var 
taxonnumber, i: integer; 

begin 
taxonnumber ;= (ord(sampletruetree[cur]) - 48) * 10 + (ord(sampletruetree[cur + I]) -

48); 
if taxonnumber > 5 then 
begin 
end; 
for i ;= I to samplesize do 
if samplenumlist[i] = taxonnumber then 
onlist := true; 

if not onlist then 
begin 
sampletruetree[cur] := 
sampletruetree[cur + 1] := 
sampletruetree[cur -1] 

{to get rid of the't'} 
end; 
cur ;= cur + 2; 
end; 

procedure evaluatetaxon (var cur: integer; var onlist: boolean); 
FORWARD; 

{these procedures employ mutual recursion} 

procedure evaluatenode (var cur: integer; var onlist: boolean); 
var 
leftparenposit, rightparenposit, commaposit, i: integer; 
leftonlist, rightonlist: boolean; 

begin 
leftparenposit := cur; 

{remember where current node begins} 
cur := cur + 1; 
onlist := false; 
evaluatetaxon(cur, onlist); 

{check on the left side of current node} 
leftonlist := onlist; 
conunaposit := cur; 
cur  :=cur+ I ;  
onlist := false; 
evaluatetaxon(cur, onlist); 

{check on right side of node} 
rightonlist := onlist; 
rightparenposit := cur; 
cur := cur + 1; 
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if not (leftonlist and rightonlist) ttien {delete a node (two parens and a comma) } 
begin 

{ if it doesn't have both a left and a right descendent} 
sampletruetree[Ieftparenposit] := 
sampletruetree[commaposit] := 
sampletruetreefrightparenposit] := 

end; 
if leftonlist or rightonlist then {pass back to lower nodes info that at least one} 
onlist ;= true; { taxon is retained} 

end; 

procedure evaluatetaxon (var cur: integer; var onlist: boolean); 
{pass back info on retention of left or right} 

begin 
if sampletruetree[cur] ='(' then 
evaluatenode(cur, onlist) 
else {if it's not a'(', it must be a taxon, so see if retained} 
begin 
cur := cur + 1; 
testtaxonandnuke(cur, onlist); 

end; 
end; 

procedure deleteterminalnodes; 
var 
i, leftcount, rightcount, nuke: integer; 

begin 
leftcount := 0; 
rightcount := 0; 
nuke := 0; 
for i := 1 to treedescrlength do 
begin 
if constrainttree[i] ='(' then 
begin 
leftcount := leftcount + 1; 
if (leftcount - nuke - (basalnodes + rightcount) > 0) then 
begin 
constrainttree[i] := 
nuke := nuke + I; 
end; 
end; 
if constrainttree[i] =')' then 
begin 
rightcount := rightcount + 1; 
if nuke > 0 then 
begin 
constrainttree[i] := 
nuke := nuke - 1; 
end; 
end; 

end; 



end; { end tree utilities 

procedure writesampletree; 
var 
starter, i: integer, 
bogus: boolean; 

begin 
starter := 1; 
bogus := false; 
sampletruetree := wholetruetree; 
evaluatenode(starter, bogus); 
compressandaddletters(sampletruetree); 
for i := 1 to treedescrlength do 
write(nexfl, sampletruetree[i]); 

end; 

procedure writeconstraint; 
var 
i: integer; 

begin 
constrainttree := sampletruetree; 
deleteterminalnodes; 
compressandaddletters(constrainttree); 
for i ;= I to treedescrlength do 
write(constrfl, constrainttree[i]); 

end; 

procedure writetruetreeblock; 
begin 
writeln(nexfl); 
writeln(nexfl, 'BEGIN TREES;'); 
write(nexfl, 'UTREE * true='); 
writesampletree; 
writeln(nexfl,';'); 
writeln(nexfl, 'EI^;'); 

end; 

procedure writeconstraintfile; 
begin 
writein(constrfl, '#NEXUS'); 
writeln(constrfl); 
writeln(constrfl, 'begin trees;'); 
write(constrfl, 'utree * constr = '); 
writeconstraint; 
writeln(constrfl,';'); 
writeln(constrfl, 'endblock;'); 

end; 

begin {writetrees} 
writetruetreeblock; 

{ writeconstraintfile;} 



end; 

begin {writefiles} 
writedata; 
writetrees; 

end; { end writing files } 

{ reading files } 

procedure readfiJe; 
procedure readindatamatrix; 
var 
current, current 1, current!, currents: char; 
i, j, taxonnumber: integer; 
temparray: array [I..2] of integer; 

begin 
new(dmptr); 
while nexfl'^ o 'D' do 
readln(nexfl, current); 
while nexfl'^ o '=' do 
read(nexfl, current); 

read(nexfl, current); 
read(nexfl, current 1); 
read(nexfl, current!); 
taxa := (ord(currentl) - 48) * 10 + (ord(current2) - 48); 
while nexfl'' o '=' do 
read(nexfl, current); 
read(nexfl, current); 
read(nexfl, currentl); 
read(nexfl, current!); 
read(nexfl, currents); 
i f  currents  = then 
nchar := (ord(currentl) - 48) * 10 + (ord(current!) - 48) 

else 
nchar := (ord(currentl) - 48) * 100 + ((ord(current!) - 48) * 10 + (ord(currentS) - 48)); 
while nexfl'^ o 'M' do 
readln(nexfl, current); 
readln(nexfl, current); 

for j := 1 to taxa do 
begin 
read(nexfl, current); 
read(nexfl, currentl); 
read(nexfl, current!); 
taxonnumber := (ord(currentl) - 48) * 10 + (ord(current2) - 48); 
readln(nexfl); 
for i ;= I to nchar do 
begin 
read(nexfl, current); 
dmptr^[taxonnumber, i] := ord(current) - 48; 
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end; 
readln(nexfl); 

end; 
{for i := I to taxa do begin for j := I to nchar do begin write(dmptr'^[i, j]); 
end;writeln;end;} 
end; 

procedure readinthetree; 
var 
i: integer; 
current: char; 

begin 
while nexfl'^ o 'U' do 
readln(nexfl); 
while nexfl'^ o '(' do 
read(nexfl, current); 
i :=  1;  
while nexfl'^ o do 
begin 
read(nexfl, current); 
wholetruetree[i] ;= current; 
i := i + 1; 

end; 
treedescrlength := i; 
readln(nexfl); 

end; 

begin 
readindatamatrix; 
readinthetree; 

end; 

{ sampling utilities } 

procedure makedistancematrix 1; {requires termlist} 
var 
j, i: integer; 
procedure computedistance (taxonl, taxon2: nodeptr); 
var 
c, distcount: integer; 

begin 
distcount ;= 0; 
for c := 1 to nchar do 
begin 
if taxonl'^.starray[c] o taxon2'^.starray[c] then 
distcount := distcount + 1; 

end; 
distmatrix[taxonl'^.number, taxon2'^.number] := distcount / nchar; 
distmatrix [taxonl'^. number, taxonl'^.number] := distcount / nchar; 

end; 
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begin 
for j := 1 to taxa - 1 do 
begin 
for i := j + 1 to taxa do 
begin 
computedistance(termlist [i], termlistlj]); 
end; 

end; 
end; 

procedure makedistancematrixl; {uses data matrix directly} 
var 
distcount, i, j, c: integer; 

{c is character number, i is taxon comparing,] is taxon being compared to} 
{(so i is "pass" through taxa)} 

begin 
for i := 1 to taxa - 1 do 
begin 
for j := i + 1 to taxa do 
begin 
distcount := 0; 
for c := 1 to nchar do 
if dmptr'^[i, c] o dmptr'^lj, c] then 
distcount := distcount + I; 

distmatrix[i, j] := distcount / nchar; 
distmatrix[j, i] ;= distcount / nchar, 
end; 
distmatrix[i, i] := 0; 

end; 
end; 

{ sampling strategies } 

procedure samplerandomly; 
{samples taxa randomly} 

var 
i, j: integer; 

begin 
i :=l ;  
repeat 
begin 
samplenumlist[i] := randombetween(l, subtaxa); 
for j := I to 3 do 
samplenumlist[i + (j * subsetsamplesize)] := samplenumlist[i] + 0 * subtaxa); 
for j ;= I to i - 1 do 
if samplenumlist[i] = samplenumlist[j] then 
i  := i -  1;  

i := i + 1; 
end; 
until i = subsetsamplesize + 1; 
samplekind := 'rand'; 
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end; 

procedure quadruplicatechoices; 
var 
i, ii; integer; 

begin 
for ii := I to 3 do 
for i := 1 to subsetsamplesize do 
begin 
samplenumlist[i + (ii * subsetsamplesize)] := samplenunilist[i] + ii * subtaxa; 

end; 
end; 

procedure samplebyuserinput; 
var 
sampienumcliarl, samplenumchar2, right: char; 
i, ii: integer; 

begin 
repeat 
for i := 1 to subsetsamplesize do 
begin 
writeln('enter taxa:'); 
read(samplenumchar 1); 
readln(samplenumchar2); 
samplenunilist[i] := (ord(samplenumcharl) - 48) * 10 + ord(samplenumchar2) - 48; 

end; 
writeln('what you asked for was:')'. 
for i := 1 to subsetsamplesize do 
write(samplenumlist[i]); 
writeln; 
writeln('is this right? (y/n)'); 
readln(right); 
until right = 'y'; 
quadruplicatechoices; 
end; 

procedure samplefromfile; 
var 
tempint, i: integer; 

begin 
for i := 1 to 4 do 
begin 
read(taxasetfl, tempint); 
samplenumlist[i] := tempint; 
end; 
readln(taxasetfl); 
quadruplicatechoices; 
end; 

begin 
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showtext; 
newrandomseed; 

writeln('what is the date today?'); 
readln(date); 

subtaxa := 17; 
samplesize := 16; 
subsetsamplesize := 4; 
basalnodes ;= 3; 
counter := 0; {when running: 'change this to the number of the last file } 
for k := 1 to 20 do 
begin 
counter := counter + 1; 
writelnCworking on replicate', k); 
input := filename4('pva', 3,k); {'change this (add 1) (paramset number)} 
outputprefix := filename4('pvar', 3,k); {'change this to correct file prefix} 
open(nexfl, input); 
readfile; 
ciose(nexfl); 
taxasetfile ;= filenames ('rand 126', '.txt.', counter); 

{ taxasetfile := 'fixed 171ist/evens.data';} 
startingfile := 1; 
endingfile := 126; 
open(taxasetfl, taxasetfile); 
for kk := 1 to (startingfile - 1) do 
readln(taxasetfl); 

for kk := startingfile to endingfile do 
begin 

{ writeln('sample set number:', kk);} 
samplefi-omfile; 
output := filename3(outputprefix,kk); 
open(nexfl, output); 
writefiles; 
close(nexfl); 
end; 

close(taxasetfl); 
dispose(dmptr); 

end; 
end. 
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